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Abstract This paper provides experimental evidence from German and English against the view that a goal *to/zu*-PP in combination with a motion verb designates a goal that is reached. We propose that *to/zu* have a modal meaning, responsible for the defeasibility of the inference that the goal is reached. We argue that the type of subjects (intentional agent vs. accidental agent or theme) determines the flavor of the (necessity) modal encoded by the preposition (teleological or circumstantial), which allows us to account for the observed variation in the strength of the inference with the type of subjects and the type of verbs.
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1 Introduction

This paper is devoted to the interpretation of German and English sentences with motion verbs combined with a directional PP expressing a goal, more specifically, *to/zu*-PPs:

(1) a. Ziggy ist zur Bibliothek gelaufen.  
   b. Ziggy walked to the library.  
   c. Ziggy ist zur Bibliothek gekommen.  
   d. Ziggy came to the library.  
   e. Ziggy reached the library.

We address two related empirical questions: How are these sentences interpreted in German and English? Do they entail that the subject’s referent reached their goal?
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We look at manner-of-motion verbs (e.g., *rennen*/*run*, *laufen*/*walk*, etc.) and deictic verbs of motion (*come/kommen*, as well as *go* in English). The traditional view is that the inference that the goal is reached amounts to an entailment when a motion verb is combined with *to*-PPs in a non-progressive sentence, as seen in (e.g.) Piñón 1993 and Smith 1997. The same view holds as well for German sentences with a *zu*-PP, as seen in Haselbach 2017.

(2) Mary walked to [the] school, #but she didn’t actually get there.

(Smith 1997: 64)

We call the traditional view into question and present experimental data suggesting that with *to/zu*, the inference is cancelable in both languages in an appropriate context with manner-of-motion (*walk/laufen*) verbs as well as with *go* in English, but is nevertheless stronger with *come*-verbs in both languages. In a nutshell, our proposal is that *to* and its German counterpart *zu* have a modal meaning, and thus illustrate a new case of “low modality”, that is, modality in structures dominated by VP or NP (Arregui, Rivero & Salanova 2017). The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 summarizes Zwarts 2005 on *to*-PPs. Section 3 presents problems for the traditional view on *to/zu*-PPs. Section 4 is devoted to the experiments and Section 5 presents the analysis.

2 Zwarts (2005) on *to*-PPs

We adopt Zwarts’s (2005) account of spatial *to*-PPs, which aims to capture the traditional view that in combination with a motion verb, the reference object (or goal) denoted by the NP of the *to*-PP is reached. In Zwarts’s approach, a directional PP denotes a set of paths, where a path $p$ is defined (p. 748) as a continuous function from the real unit interval $[0,1]$ to positions in some model of space. For a path $p$, the starting point of $p$ is $p(0)$, its end point is $p(1)$, and for any $i \in [0,1]$, $p(i)$ is the corresponding point or position of $p$. Paths are partially ordered by a subpath relation: path $p$ is a subpath of path $q$ ($p \leq q$) if $p$ is the same path as $q$ restricted to part of $q$’s domain. In addition, two paths $p$ and $q$ can be concatenated if the end point of $p$ is the same position as the starting point of $q$, in which case, $p + q$ is the concatenation of $p$ and $q$. (If this condition isn’t fulfilled, then $p$ and $q$ cannot be concatenated, so concatenation is a partial operation on paths.) Finally, if an event $e$ is a motion event, the trace of $e$ is the path followed by the theme or agent of $e$. (3)–(5) show how Zwarts derives (p. 756) the VP *walk to the station* (his original notation slightly modified):

(3) a. $[_{PP} \text{to the station}] \rightsquigarrow \lambda p.p(1) = \text{location(\text{the-station})}$
   b. $[_{V} \text{walk}] \rightsquigarrow \lambda e.\text{walk}(e)$

563
(4) $[VP V PP] \leadsto \lambda e. V(e) \land \text{trace}(e) = p \land P(p)$

(Where $V$ and $P$ are the predicates corresponding to $V$ and PP, respectively)

(5) $[VP \text{walk to the station}] \leadsto$

$\lambda e. \text{walk}(e) \land \text{trace}(e) = p \land p(1) = \text{location(\text{the-station})}$

The analysis in (5) captures the traditional view that a to-PP in combination with a motion verb designates a reference object or goal (here: the station) that is reached.

In Zwarts’s approach (p. 753), a directional PP may be *unbounded* or *bounded*. A directional PP is unbounded just in case it has *cumulative reference*, and it is bounded just in case it *lacks* cumulative reference. A set of paths $X$ is cumulative iff (p. 751): (i) there are $p, q \in X$ such that $p + q$ exists and (ii) for all $p, q \in X$, if $p + q$ exists, then $p + q \in X$. A to-PP is bounded because it lacks cumulative reference: no two paths in the denotation of a to-PP can be concatenated and still yield a to-PP of the same type. (In contrast, a towards-PP is unbounded because it has cumulative reference.) In (5), the boundedness of *to the station* in combination with *walk* yields a VP that is bounded, as shown by the conventional judgment of compatibility with a time-span adverbial and of incompatibility with a durative adverbial:

(6) Moritz walked to the station in ten minutes/#for ten minutes.

3 Too strong a meaning for *to*

A first problem for the traditional view is that VPs formed with motion verbs and *to/zu*-PPs may be unbounded (i.e., have cumulative reference). Native speakers of English seem to routinely accept sentences similar to (6) with a durative adverbial. Furthermore, durative *for*-adverbials are not difficult to find with English motion verbs combined with *to*-PPs in corpora (examples are taken from the Internet):

(7) a. We walked to the steps for approximately 30 minutes, of course, it took us two hours considering that we stopped in almost every single store to look at the clothes.
   b. It was sunny when I left the hostel in Taitung and biked to the train station for 20–40 minutes.
   c. I walked to Karumo dispensary for two hours.

Durative adverbials can modify VPs built with a manner-of-motion verb and a *zu*-PP in German as well:¹

¹ Lukassek, Pryslopska, Hörnig & Maienborn (2017) conducted an acceptability judgment task and
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(8) Ein junger Mann in den USA ist sieben Stunden lang zu Fuß zur Arbeit gelaufen, weil sein Auto zuvor kaputt gegangen war. (Internet)
   'A young man walked to his workplace for seven hours because his car broke down.'

A second problem for the traditional view is that the inference that the goal is reached seems implicated rather than entailed, which is also unexpected if tolzu-PPs denote paths which end at the reference object:

(9) a. At eight, John walked to the next city, but he was so weak he had to give up before he could get there.
   b. ‘Payton! My God! I found her! Here . . . She’s here!’ Dell ran to her, but before he could even get close to her, he […] (Internet)
   c. She ran to her but she could never seem to get any closer. (Internet)
   d. We went to an exhibition, but never arrived. (Internet)

(10) Am Nachmittag ist Hans zum anderen Ende der Stadt geradelt, aber auf halbem Weg ist er dann umgedreht.
   'In the afternoon, Hans biked to the other end of the city, but half way he turned back.'

Nakazawa (2006) already observed that in English, Japanese and Korean, a non-progressive sentence with go (or its Japanese/Korean counterpart) easily allows the cancellation of the inference that the goal is reached, by contrast with come:

(11) He #came / OK went to [the] school at eight, but he hasn’t arrived yet.

---

a self-paced reading study on sentences such as (ia) below, and found out that such sentences took longer to read and were less acceptable than sentences with an aspectually ambiguous PP (e.g., über die Nordsee ‘over the North Sea’). This seems to contradict our claim that German zu-PPs are compatible with durative adverbials. We think, however, that the results they obtain for sentences such as (ia) are due to the fact that the durative adverbial appears after a clause boundary. For us, (ib) is more acceptable than (ia), and also does not trigger the inference that the pirate reached the North Sea (while the first clause of (ia) does). These differences between (ia) and (ib) can be explained as follows. The modified VP can have both telic and atelic uses; however, the telic use is preferred by default (for it conveys a stronger meaning), and this preferred telic reading is much more difficult to cancel after a clause boundary than before (Bott 2010, Bott & Hamm 2014).

(i) a. Der Pirat segelte zur Nordsee, und zwar drei Tage lang.
   'The pirate sailed to the North Sea, and for three days in fact.'
   b. Der Pirat segelte drei Tage lang zur Nordsee.
   'The pirate sailed to the North Sea for three days.'
4 The experiments

4.1 Material and methodology

To assess the strength of the inference that the goal is reached triggered by non-progressive sentences built with a motion verb and a goal-PP, we ran a questionnaire in German and English probing participants’ level of certainty that the critical referent arrived at their destination. We manipulated two variables. (i) VERB TYPE: manner (laufen ‘walk’) vs. deictic verbs of motion (‘come/go’ in English; kommen only in German, given the ambiguity of gehen ‘walk/go’), and (ii) presence or absence of a clause introducing an event that could introduce DOUBT that the goal was reached. This clause introduces an event that could have prevented the path from being completed, but critically did not exclude that the path was completed. VERB-TYPE was manipulated within participants and within items. DOUBT was manipulated between groups to avoid pushing the without-doubt conditions to ceiling, potentially neutralising an underlying difference between verb types.\(^2\)

For Experiment 1, we recruited 80 native speakers of German via Prolific Academic; 4 participants were excluded due to self-reported non-native speaker status and 5 on analysis of anchor fillers (described below). We built 12 experimental items; 2 additional items were excluded because they used other prepositions than zu (e.g., in die Küche ‘in the kitchen’). We used 10 different manner-of-motion verbs (fahren, hüpfen, klettern, laufen, marschieren, rennen, schleichen, spazieren, stapfen, tänzeln) and one deictic verb (kommen). For Experiments 2 and 3, we recruited 40 and 41 native speakers of English in the USA via Prolific Academic. On the basis of the analysis of anchor fillers, we excluded 10 participants for further analyses for Experiment 2, and 3 for Experiment 3. We used 14 experimental items (roughly the same as for Experiment 1 on German), with 9 different manner-of-motion verbs (bike, climb, dance, hop, run, skip, tiptoe, trudge, walk). As for deictic verbs, Experiment 2 used go, and Experiment 3 come.

Examples of German and English test items are given in (12)–(13). The DOUBT clause in (12b)/(13b) appeared in the DOUBT condition only. The present perfect was used across German items (both test sentences and questions), and the simple past in English. All experimental items had an (intentional) agentive subject.

(12) a. Nina is a heavy smoker. At three o’clock in the morning she walked/went to the convenience store on the next street over . . .

b. DOUBT-clause:
   . . . but on the way she ran into good friends at the bus stop.

\(^2\)The experimental material and all other data can be consulted at the following page: https://implicature.xyz/~fmartin/salt30.html
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c. QUESTION: ‘How safely can you conclude that Nina reached the convenience store?’

(13) a. Gestern hatte Paul eine Matheprüfung, aber er war nicht gut vorbereitet. Er ist mit dem Fahrrad zur Schule gefahren/gekommen …

‘Yesterday Paul had a math test but he was not well-prepared. He biked/ came to the school …’

b. DOUBT-clause:

… aber auf dem Weg hat er ein Paar gute Freunde getroffen, die auf dem Weg zum Schwimmbad waren.

‘… but on the way he met a couple of good friends who were on their way to the swimming pool.’

c. QUESTION:

Wie sicher können Sie schlussfolgern, dass Paul die Schule erreicht hat?

‘How safely can you conclude that Paul reached the school?’

The questionnaire required participants to rate how safely they could conclude from the test sentence that the DP’s location was reached by the agent of the motion event on a scale from 1 (not at all safely) to 7 (very safely). The experiment was presented using IbexFarm (Drummond, ms.). The question and rating scale were presented directly under the critical sentence, and there was no time limit to respond. The experiment took approximately about half an hour to complete. Experimental items were intermixed with filler items. Some of these fillers were from unrelated experiments, and some served to anchor the scale at its endpoints, as seen in (14). For Experiment 3, we constructed some fillers so as to assess the impact of the DOUBT but-clause when the inference is by assumption entailed, as seen in (15).

(14) a. HIGH ANCHOR: The chef stabbed the aggressive and unruly waiter in the restaurant kitchen while the customers started to leave.

QUESTION: How safely can you conclude that the chef used a knife?
Figure 1  Experiments 1–3: results for low/high anchors fillers

b. LOW ANCHOR: The politician declined to speak to any New York Times journalist except Dorothy.

c. QUESTION: How safely can you conclude that Dorothy is a politician?

(15)  a. HIGH ANCHOR: Rita burned all the letters she received from Paul…

b. DOUBT-clause: …but while she was doing it she realized these letters might be of good use after all.

c. QUESTION: How safely can you conclude that the letters Rita received from Paul got burnt?

German and English anchor fillers (each time 28 items) showed expected results, as shown in Figure 1a–1b. These were used also as an exclusion criterion (less than 2 points difference on average led to exclusion from further analyses).

4.2 Results

Figure 2 shows mean ratings per condition for each experiment. For all analyses, we used Cumulative Link Mixed-effects Models (CLMM) implemented in the ordinal package in R (Christensen 2019). The fixed effects contrasts for VERB TYPE and DOUBT were sum-coded. Table 1 shows the model parameters. For all experiments, participants in the doubt condition could less safely conclude that the goal was reached. However, the VERB TYPE effect was not uniform across experiments. In German, participants were less certain that the goal was reached with manner-of-motion verbs as compared to kommen. Follow-up models on a subset of the data showed that this effect held when examining the DOUBT conditions only ($z = -4.786, p < .0001$) and also when examining the NO DOUBT conditions only ($z = -5.234, p < 0.0001$). For English, VERB TYPE did not play a significant role in certainty ratings when the deictic verb was go (Experiment 2) but was significant when the
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Formula:
Response $\sim$ Verb Type $\times$ Doubt + (1 + Verb Type $|$ Participant) + (1 + Verb Type $\times$ Doubt $|$ Item)

Experiment 1 (German *kommen*)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VERB TYPE</td>
<td>−1.199</td>
<td>0.193</td>
<td>−6.222</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOUBT</td>
<td>1.167</td>
<td>0.191</td>
<td>6.123</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VERB TYPE $\times$ DOUBT</td>
<td>−0.133</td>
<td>0.147</td>
<td>−0.907</td>
<td>0.364</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experiment 2 (English *go*)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VERB TYPE</td>
<td>−0.064</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>−0.638</td>
<td>0.523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOUBT</td>
<td>1.566</td>
<td>0.349</td>
<td>4.490</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VERB TYPE $\times$ DOUBT</td>
<td>−0.020</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>−0.201</td>
<td>0.841</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experiment 3 (English *come*)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VERB TYPE</td>
<td>−0.872</td>
<td>0.185</td>
<td>−4.720</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOUBT</td>
<td>1.370</td>
<td>0.337</td>
<td>4.063</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VERB TYPE $\times$ DOUBT</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td>0.481</td>
<td>0.631</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 CLMM Model parameters for Experiments 1–3

deictic verb was *come* (Experiment 3). Although the interaction between VERB TYPE and DOUBT was not significant for Experiment 3, numerically the difference between verb types was greatest when the doubt clause was present. When examined separately the effect of VERB TYPE was significant for doubt ($z = −3.762, p < 0.001$) and no doubt ($z = −3.413, p < 0.001$) conditions in Experiment 3.

The overall pattern of results (summarized in the box plots in Figure 3) shows that the presence of DOUBT has a negative impact on participants’ certainty that the goal has been achieved. This effect is present for manner verbs and deictic verbs across languages. Whether ratings also depended on VERB TYPE varied according to the language and the specific deictic verb used. While we leave statistical analyses across languages for future work, we note that numerically, ratings for *kommen* were lower than for *come* in both conditions. In summary, the results suggest that the inference that the goal is reached is defeasible with manner verbs and English *go*, with numerical suggestion that the inference is less defeasible with *come*-verbs.
Figure 2  Experiments 1–3: results for test items (‘D’ stands for DOUBT)

Figure 3  Box plots for manner and deictic verbs, Experiments 1–3

5  The analysis

5.1  The modal meaning of zu

The modal teleological notion of goal is often recruited in the characterization of zu – zu-PPs are often called ‘goal PPs’, ‘goal-oriented PPs’, ‘PPs with directed goal interpretations’, etc. – but is not represented in the semantics of to. Our proposal is to express this meaning in the semantics of zu. However, zu-PPs are not only compatible with agents pursuing goals, but also with accidental agents and inanimates.\footnote{Haselbach (2013), who also proposes that zu has a modal meaning, argues that zu is odd in non-intentional contexts on the basis of contrast such as Die Meise flog zum Vogelnest?Elektrozaun ‘The chikadee flew to the birdnest/ electric nest’. We do no think, however, that zu requires an intentional agent, as examples in (17) also show.} Furthermore, a link seems to exist between the defeasibility of the culmination inference and the presence of an intentional agent, as observed in other contexts (see Martin & Schäfer 2012). For instance, the inference that the goal is reached is defeasible in (16)–(17) when the subject’s referent is an intentional agent, but seems entailed when it is not.\footnote{Note that (16b) seems more acceptable on an irrelevant reading where unknowingly or accidentally is not used to signal lack of agentivity, but rather a de dicto reading of the NP in the PP. Under this reading, Berlin is not interpreted relative to the global context, but according to the agent’s beliefs. The subject’s referent may thus intentionally drive to a city that he mistakenly takes to be Berlin. The de dicto reading of the NP denoting the reference object also appears with PPs denoting paths that}

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
& –D & +D & –D & +D & –D & +D \\
\hline
Manner & 4.88 & 3.29 & 5.73 & 3.90 & 6.00 & 3.86 \\
\hline
kommen & 6.22 & 4.69 & 5.88 & 3.97 & 6.60 & 4.99 \\
\hline
Difference & –1.34 & –1.40 & –0.15 & –0.07 & –0.60 & –1.13 \\
\hline
(a) Exp. 1 (German) & & & & & & \\
\hline
(b) Exp. 2 (English) & & & & & & \\
\hline
(c) Exp. 3 (English) & & & & & & \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

\section*{5.1 The modal meaning of to/zu}

The modal teleological notion of goal is often recruited in the characterization of \textit{to} – \textit{to}-PPs are often called ‘goal PPs’, ‘goal-oriented PPs’, ‘PPs with directed goal interpretations’, etc. – but is not represented in the semantics of \textit{to}. Our proposal is to express this meaning in the semantics of \textit{zu}. However, \textit{zu}-PPs are not only compatible with agents pursuing goals, but also with accidental agents and inanimates.\footnote{Haselbach (2013), who also proposes that \textit{zu} has a modal meaning, argues that \textit{zu} is odd in non-intentional contexts on the basis of contrast such as \textit{Die Meise flog zum Vogelnest}?\textit{Elektrozaun} ‘The chikadee flew to the birdnest/ electric nest’. We do no think, however, that \textit{zu} requires an intentional agent, as examples in (17) also show.} Furthermore, a link seems to exist between the defeasibility of the culmination inference and the presence of an intentional agent, as observed in other contexts (see Martin & Schäfer 2012). For instance, the inference that the goal is reached is defeasible in (16)–(17) when the subject’s referent is an intentional agent, but seems entailed when it is not.\footnote{Note that (16b) seems more acceptable on an irrelevant reading where unknowingly or accidentally is not used to signal lack of agentivity, but rather a \textit{de dicto} reading of the NP in the PP. Under this reading, \textit{Berlin} is not interpreted relative to the global context, but according to the agent’s beliefs. The subject’s referent may thus intentionally drive to a city that he mistakenly takes to be Berlin. The \textit{de dicto} reading of the NP denoting the reference object also appears with PPs denoting paths that}
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without positing an ambiguity for *to/zu*, for which we lack independent evidence (in particular, we are not aware of any language lexicalizing goal-PPs differently depending on the thematic role of the subject).

(16)  a. This morning Ziggy drove to Berlin, but he never actually arrived there.
       b. This morning Ziggy accidentally/ unknowingly drove to Berlin, #but he never actually arrived there.
       c. The pirate sailed to the island, but he never arrived there.
       d. The Mary Celeste sailed to the island, #but it never arrived there.
       e. She ran to him but she could never seem to get any closer.
       f. She accidentally/ unknowingly ran to him #but she could never seem to get any closer.

(17)  a. Die Pilotin ist zur Insel geflogen, aber sie kam dort nie an.
       ‘The pilot flew to the island, but she never arrived there.’
       b. Die Luftballons sind zur Insel geflogen, #aber sie kamen dort nie an.
       Intended: ‘The balloons flew to the island, but they never arrived there.’
       c. Der Pirat schwamm zur Insel, aber er kam dort nie an.
       ‘The pirate swam to the island, but he never arrived there.’
       d. Die Blätter schwammen zum Abfluss, #aber sie kamen dort nie an.
       Intended: ‘The leaves swam to the drain, but they never arrived there.’
       e. Heute Morgen ist Ziggy (#versehentlich/unbewusst) zu seiner Tante (in Berlin) gefahren, aber er kam dort nie an.
       ‘This morning Ziggy (accidentally/unknowingly) drove to her aunt (in Berlin, but he never arrived there.’

In this section, we argue that the prepositions *to/zu* are modal prepositions, whose flavor varies with the type of subjects. We focus on English data, but believe the analysis covers German *zu* as well. In section 5.2, we account for the contrast between intentional vs. accidental agents (or themes). In section 5.3, we trace the verb-type effect back to an aspectual difference between *come*-verbs on one hand and *go* and manner-of-motion verbs on the other. In section 5.4, we look at the differences between German and English.

We propose that *to* encodes a necessity modal that quantifies over \( \alpha \)-worlds, while the type of subjects determines the value \( \alpha \) may have, as shown in section 5.2.\(^5\)

clearly have the location of the reference object as their endpoint (e.g., *into*-PPs), and is therefore tangential to the modal meaning of goal-PPs.

\(^5\) *To/zu* also have a modal meaning used as infinitive markers, e.g., *Ziggy did it to win, Es ist zu machen ‘It is to be done’, etwas zu lesen ‘something to read’ (see Gronemeyer 2001, Holl 2010), *Es ist zum Heulen schön ‘It is so beautiful that you have to cry’ (Ermakova, Lukassek & Nau 2020). Fischer (1997) points out that in English, *to*-infinitives regularly occur with what she calls ‘irrealis
In the $\alpha$-worlds quantified over by the modal, the asserted event $e$ has an extension event $e'$ which shares the same $\theta$-participants as $e$ and whose path has the reference object as its end point, as in (18), where $\oplus$ is the mereological sum operation, and $\theta$ stands for a thematic relation.

(18) to Berlin $\rightsquigarrow \lambda V \lambda \theta \lambda x \lambda e \lambda p \lambda w. V_w(e) \land \theta_w(x, e) \land \text{trace}(e) = p \land$

$\exists q[p \leq q \land q(1) = \text{location}_w(\text{berlin}) \land$

$\Box w (\exists e'[\text{drive}_w(e') \land \theta_w'(x, e') \land \text{trace}(e \oplus e') = q])]$

Applied to an event predicate $V$, (18) yields a set of paths $p$ which serve as traces of events $e$ of type $V$ having $x$ as a $\theta$-participant, which are parts of some path $q$ that ends at the location of Berlin, and such that in all $\alpha$-worlds $w'$ accessible from $w$, there is an extension event $e'$ of type $V$ in $w'$ of event $e$ in $w$ such that the trace of $e \oplus e'$ is the path $q$ and such that $x$ is a $\theta$-participant to $e'$.

Once the PP is combined with the verb drive and the Voice head in (19b) introducing an (intentional or accidental) agent, we obtain (19c) as the meaning of the bare predicate used in the first clause of (16a/b) (ignoring the contribution of the adverbial in (16b)).

(19) a. drive to Berlin $\rightsquigarrow \lambda \theta \lambda x \lambda e \lambda p \lambda w. \text{drive}_w(e) \land \theta_w(x, e) \land \text{trace}(e) = p \land$

$\exists q[p \leq q \land q(1) = \text{location}_w(\text{berlin}) \land$

$\Box w (\exists e'[\text{drive}_w(e') \land \theta_w'(x, e') \land \text{trace}(e \oplus e') = q])]$

b. Voice $\rightsquigarrow \lambda x \lambda e \lambda w. \text{agent}_w(x, e)$

c. Ziggy Voice drive to Berlin $\rightsquigarrow$

$\lambda e \lambda p \lambda w. \text{drive}_w(e) \land \text{agent}_w(\text{ziggy}, e) \land \text{trace}(e) = p \land$

$\exists q[p \leq q \land q(1) = \text{location}_w(\text{berlin}) \land$

$\Box w (\exists e'[\text{drive}_w(e') \land \text{agent}_w(\text{ziggy}, e') \land \text{trace}(e \oplus e') = q])]$

The meaning in (18) captures the intuition that to encodes an end point, in contrast to towards/ auf ... zu: in (18), the extension events $e'$ in $\alpha$-worlds have a bounded path as their trace. However, it also accounts for the defeasibility of the inference that this end point is reached: since the base world $w$ is not necessarily an $\alpha$-world, the reference object does not necessarily have to be reached in $w$.

Given the meaning in (18), we can also show that to/zu-PPs may have cumulative reference (i.e., be unbounded): for a value of $V$, assuming that the path predicate to Berlin denotes at least two paths whose concatenation exists, then the concatenation of any two paths that can be concatenated yields a to-PP of the same type. The event
directive/potential” verbs (e.g., promise), but not with ‘realis’ verbs (e.g., confirm). See Los (2005) on the diachronic link between the prepositional and infinitival to, and Haspelmath (1989) on the connection between the modal meaning of the infinitive and the allative meaning of to/zu.
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predicate corresponding to (e.g.) the VP *drive to Berlin* thus also has cumulative reference, which accounts for the compatibility of a durative adverbial.

However, we also account for the fact that *to/zu*-PPs may have quantized reference. If the denotation of *to Berlin* is contextually restricted so as to describe paths *p* which are identical to some *q* path ending at the location of Berlin, there are no two paths in the denotation of *to Berlin* whose concatenation exists, and the *to*-PP is thus bounded. Obviously, if the denotation of *to Berlin* is contextually restricted so that any *p* = *q* and the predicate has quantized reference, the inference that the goal is reached cannot be canceled anymore, as seen in (20a/b).

(20)  a. This morning Ziggy drove to Berlin in two hours, #but he was so sick he had to stop driving before he could arrive there.
    b. Heute früh ist Hans in einer Stunde zum anderen Ende der Stadt geradelt, #aber auf halbem Weg ist er dann umgedreht.
   Intended: ‘This morning Hans biked to the other end of the city in an hour, but halfway he decided to go back.’

Finally, we make the additional assumption that in the absence of information to the contrary, the asserted path *p* is identified with some *q* ending at the reference object. Given this assumption, we account for why the inference that the goal is reached is implicated in the first place in the absence of a DOUBT-clause (with an intentional agent in subject position). We see two sources for this implicature. Firstly, when *p* = *q*, (18) has a stronger meaning (if *p* = *q*, then *p* ≤ *q*, but the reverse does not hold). Secondly, *to/zu* compete with *towards* in English and *auf...zu Richtung* in German, which we take to denote proper parts of some path ending at the reference object (and thus never ending themselves at the reference object).\(^6\)

That *towards*-PPs denote proper parts of some path ending at the reference object (beyond entailing that *p*(1) is nearer to the reference object than *p*(0), as proposed by *Zwarts 2005*) accounts for their robust incompatibility with time-span adverbials. Note that following (18) and (21), *to*-PPs do not asymmetrically entail *towards*-PPs, which is confirmed by the acceptability of, for instance, *Ziggy is driving to Berlin, although right now he’s not driving towards Berlin*. The following sentences show that *towards*-PPs (or *auf...zu*-PPs and *in Richtung*-PPs in German) and *to*-PPs (or *zu*-PPs in German) are on the same scale, with *to/zu*-PPs being the stronger alternative (despite not entailing *towards*-PPs). See *Hirschberg (1991)* on scales whose order relations are not relations of entailment.

(ii)  a. Hans ist nicht nur in RICHTUNG der Polizeistation gegangen, er ist ZUR Polizeistation gegangen.
      Er ist nicht nur auf die Polizeistation ZUGEGANGEN, er ist ist ZUR Polizeistation gegangen.
    b. Hans didn’t only go TOWARDS the police station, he went TO the police station.

\(^6\) That *towards*-PPs denote proper parts of some path ending at the reference object (beyond entailing that *p*(1) is nearer to the reference object than *p*(0), as proposed by *Zwarts 2005*) accounts for their robust incompatibility with time-span adverbials. Note that following (18) and (21), *to*-PPs do not asymmetrically entail *towards*-PPs, which is confirmed by the acceptability of, for instance, *Ziggy is driving to Berlin, although right now he’s not driving towards Berlin*. The following sentences show that *towards*-PPs (or *auf...zu*-PPs and *in Richtung*-PPs in German) and *to*-PPs (or *zu*-PPs in German) are on the same scale, with *to/zu*-PPs being the stronger alternative (despite not entailing *towards*-PPs). See *Hirschberg (1991)* on scales whose order relations are not relations of entailment.
(21) towards Berlin \(\sim \lambda p.p(1)\) is nearer to location(berlin) than \(p(0)\) \(\land \exists q[p < q \land q(1) = \text{location(berlin)}]\)

5.2 The subject effect

This section addresses the question of why a subject referring to an intentional agent seems to be necessary in order to cancel the inference that the goal is reached, as the contrasts in (16)–(17) partly repeated below illustrated. Observe that the first clause of (16a) preferably offers a prospective perspective on the event (i.e., it is viewed from its initial part), while the first clause of (16b) preferably offers a retrospective perspective on the event (i.e., it is viewed from the arrival).

(16) a. This morning Ziggy drove to Berlin, but he never actually arrived there.
   b. This morning Ziggy accidentally/ unknowingly drove to Berlin, but he never actually arrived there.

Following the strategy adopted by Martin & Schäfer (2012) for defeasible causative verbs, we assume that the type of subjects (intentional agent vs. accidental agent or theme) determines the value of \(\alpha\) can have (i.e., the set of worlds the modal ranges over), as seen in (22).

(22) Conditions associated with to Berlin:
   a. to-berlin(\(\alpha, V, \theta, x, e, p, w\)) \(\land \theta = \text{int-agent} \rightarrow \alpha = \text{teleological}\)
      (The presence of an intentional agent implies a teleological modal base)
   b. to-berlin(\(\alpha, V, \theta, x, e, p, w\)) \(\land (\theta = \text{accid-agent} \lor \theta = \text{theme}) \rightarrow \alpha = \text{circumstantial}\)
      (The presence of an accidental agent or a theme implies a circumstantial modal base)

If the subject’s referent is an intentional agent, the modal base is teleological: it contains the worlds where the intention that the agent entertains in \(w\) while performing the asserted event is realized. Since the evaluation world \(w\) is not necessarily included in the teleological modal base, the intention does not necessarily have to be fulfilled in \(w\).? Furthermore, if \(w\) is included in the teleological modal base such that the agent does actually realize their intention to reach the reference object in \(w\), the

? An inanimate entity may in some contexts be interpreted as metonymically standing for an intentional agent. Take for instance (i) below, suggested to us by B. Lowell-Sluckin, under the reading where the temporal adverbial locates the departure rather than the arrival of the boat:
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semantics of to in (18) leaves open the possibility that the destination is reached after the reference time only. This is correct, as (23a) shows. In this example, the event \( e \) asserted in the first clause is temporally included in the reference time given by this morning (since the simple past is used). But the event \( e' \) in the scope of the modal may take place after the reference time (precisely because \( e' \), when so interpreted as an extension event, takes place after \( e \)). This is the reason why (23a) offers a prospective perspective on the event (the asserted event \( e \) is an initial non-final part of the sum event \( e \oplus e' \) ending in Berlin). (23b) gives the meaning of the first clause of (23a).

(23)  
\begin{enumerate}
\item a. This morning Ziggy drove to Berlin. He arrived at 4 p.m.
\item b. This morning Ziggy \textit{Voice} drove to Berlin \( \mapsto \lambda e \lambda p \lambda w . \text{drive}_w(e) \land \text{int-agent}_w(ziggy, e) \land \text{trace}(e) = p \land \) \( \tau(e) \subseteq \text{this-morning} \land \) \( \exists q[p \leq q \land q(1) = \text{location}_w(\text{berlin}) \land \) \( \square_w(\exists e'(\text{drive}_w(e') \land \text{int-agent}_w(ziggy, e') \land \) \( \text{trace}(e \oplus e') = q)] \) \end{enumerate}

However, when to Berlin has quantized reference (as it does in the presence of a time-span adverbial, as in the first clause of (24) below), the asserted path \( p \) is identified with some \( q \) ending in Berlin, as seen in the previous section. Ziggy must therefore arrive this morning, too, as the second clause of (24) shows.

(24)  
This morning Ziggy drove to Berlin in one hour. #He arrived at 4 p.m.

In the first clause of (24), the asserted event \( e \) is identified under the most plausible reading with the sum event \( e \oplus e' \) in (18). And if \( e = e \oplus e' \), then \( e = e' \); i.e., \( e' \) loses its role of extension event and the modality ends up trivialized.

Let us now turn to the case where the subject’s referent is not an intentional agent, i.e., is a theme or an accidental agent. In that case, the modal base is circumstantial: it contains the set of worlds compatible with some circumstances in the world of evaluation \( w \). Since the world of evaluation shares all circumstances with itself, it is in the domain of the necessity modal (see also Alonso-Ovalle & Hsieh 2018). This explains why the goal has to be reached in \( w \) with such subjects. Thus for instance, the first clause of (25a) receives the meaning in (25b).

(i)  
The empty boat, whose crew all died during the voyage, sailed to the island on October 3d.

The context of (i) indicates that the asserted sailing event \( e \) involved an intentional agent. We take this to be the reason why (i) so interpreted leaves open whether the boat actually arrived at destination.
(25)  a. This morning Ziggy accidentally drove to Berlin. #He arrived at 4 p.m.
    b. This morning Ziggy accidentally Voice drove to Berlin ⇝
       λ e λ p w. drive_w(e) ∧ accid-agent_w(ziggy, e) ∧ trace(e) = p ∧
       τ(e) ⊆ this-morning ∧
       ∃ q [p ≤ q ∧ q(1) = location_w(berlin) ∧
       □_{α_w}(∀ e′ [drive_w′(e′) ∧ accid-agent_w′(ziggy, e′) ∧
       trace(e ⊕ e′) = q])]}

However, while (25b) together with the conditions in (22) (and the assumption that 
 w is always included in the circumstantial modal base) account for why (25a) entails 
that Ziggy actually arrived in Berlin, it does not explain yet why the first clause of 
(25a) strongly suggests that he did so this morning (and not later, as the oddity of 
second clause of (25a) indicates). For (25b) does not require the extension event e′ 
to be included in the reference time. The oddity of (25a) seems to indicate that just 
like in (24), the asserted event e itself is understood as ending in Berlin (and that the 
trace p of e is identified with some q ending in Berlin). Why is this so?

We propose that the problem of (25a) is of the same nature as the problem of (24). 
That is, the inference that the asserted event e itself ends in Berlin (rather than some 
modal extension event e′ taking place after e) arises because the VP drive to Berlin 
receives a telic interpretation in the presence of the adverb accidentally. This is 
supported by the fact that drive to Berlin loses its compatibility with a for-adverbial 
when the subject is an accidental agent, as shown by the contrast in (26):

(26)  This morning Ziggy (intentionally/#accidentally drove to Berlin) for an hour.

But why is it that the telic interpretation of such VPs is enforced when the subject is 
an accidental agent (or theme)? Why do we draw the inference that the ‘accidental’ asserted event e itself ends in Berlin, whereas the semantics leaves open the 
possibility that e does not end in Berlin?

We believe that this inference reflects how (non-)intentionality interacts with a 
general epistemic constraint bearing on partitive uses of telic predicates, as previously observed for progressive telic sentences and non-culminating accomplishments 
(see Naumann & Piñón 1997, Zucchi 1998, Varasdi 2014 on progressive sentences 
with intentional vs. non-intentional subjects, Martin 2015 on non-culminating ac-
complishments). Take for instance Mittwoch’s (1988) sentence #The level of the 
lake was rising 10 feet when I arrived. For Zucchi (1998), this sentence is infelici-
tous because ‘normally, if a lake is rising at a given moment, we cannot determine

\footnote{The intended reading of (25a) excludes the possibility of an inchoative reading of drove (interpreted as left/set off to drive). Such a reading of drove is not possible in the presence of a time-span adverbial, which explains why (25a) appears more acceptable than (24).}
whether the lake will rise 10 feet by looking at the rising activity at that moment or at the circumstances surrounding the activity at that moment’ (p. 205). It becomes felicitous only once we know that the level of the lake ultimately rose 10 feet. In Varasdi’s (2014) terms, infelicity arises because normally, the event in progress is not indicative, in the set of contextually given alternatives, of the event type denoted. With an intentional agent, such problems normally do not arise, for ‘intention together with an appropriate activity geared toward realizing the goal is a proxy for the actual realization of the goal’ (Martin 2015: 257). We propose that the same indicativity requirement must be fulfilled by the event asserted by simple past sentences built with a motion verb and a goal-PP. For us, interpreting the asserted event $e$ as ending at the reference object with an accidental agent or a theme is the most natural way to fulfill this requirement: it is only when the asserted event $e$ ends at the reference object that we have enough ground to assert that the trace $p$ of $e$ is a part of some path $q$ ending at the reference object. Hence also why sentences such as Ziggy accidentally drove to Berlin offers a retrospective perspective on the event: we consider them from the arrival because ‘there is typically no knowledge of involuntary actions until they have been completed’ (Fauconnier 2012: 131). Thus for instance, (25a) is not acceptable because normally, Ziggy’s driving $e$ does not have properties that allow one to know that the path $p$ of his driving is a part of some path $q$ ending in Berlin before this path $p$ ends itself in Berlin – how could we know where he will ultimately end up before he does so? The oddity of the second clause in (27) below has the same source: on which ground can we assert that the empty boat is sailing along a path $p$ which is a part of some path $q$ ending at the island before it arrives there? Precisely because warrants for asserting the first clause of (27) are missing before the boat reaches the island, the hearer infers that the asserted event $e$ does end at the island (and consequently, the arrival is understood as temporally included in the reference time given by this morning).

(27) This morning an empty boat sailed to the island. #It arrived in the early afternoon.

By contrast, (23a) is acceptable because Ziggy’s intentional driving event $e$ is indicative of Ziggy’s driving to Berlin even before he reaches his destination.  

9 However, even with an intentional agent, infelicity may arise if the intention is impossible to realize. A famous example is Landman’s (1992) sentence Mary was swimming across the Atlantic ocean. Interestingly, the same indicativity condition must also be fulfilled by the event denoted by non-progressive sentences with a manner-of-motion verb and a to-PP: as Jad Wehbe (p.c.) observes, Mary swam to the other side of the ocean is not felicitous if the speaker doesn’t know that Mary succeeded, and this despite of the fact that, like its progressive counterpart, it does not entail that Mary reaches the other side of the ocean. Infelicity arises for the same reason as in Landman’s sentence: following the default assumptions, Mary’s attempt is destined to fail and thus cannot be indicative of her swimming to the other side of the ocean.
5.3 The verb-type effect

The results reported in section 4 suggest that the inference that the goal is reached is defeasibly implicated with manner-of-motion verbs as well as with go in English, but is very similar to an entailment with come. Suggestive for this conclusion is that while the mean response for come is 4.99 in the DOUBT-condition, the modal response – the one chosen the most often – is actually 7.

To explain this, we question the common view that come and go have exactly the same assertive meaning and only differ by the indexical presupposition. We propose that go is an all-purpose, highly underspecified motion verb, while come-verbs are achievements (as also proposed by Heyde-Zybatow 2008 for German kommen). Firstly, with to/zu-PPs, come-verbs do not yield VPs with cumulative reference, as reflected by their incompatibility with durative adverbials, as seen in (28a/b) (the result-state oriented reading is ignored for the judgments). Secondly, combined with a goal-PP, kommen/come cannot express a partially realized event with the help of an adverbial of completion or an aspectual verb, as seen in (28c-f). Cross-linguistically, achievement predicates do not have partitive readings. Thirdly, come does not seem to yield VPs denoting processes, as shown in (28g), where the variant with come can only express that John stayed at the station during the interval asserted by the temporal adverbial.

(28) a. #Ziggy ist 10 Minuten lang zur Schule gekommen.
   b. #Ziggy came to the school for ten minutes.
   c. Hans hat es zur Hälfte geschafft zu dem Supermarkt zu laufen [/gehen/#kommen]. (Haselbach 2017: 227)
   d. Hans managed to drive/go/#come halfway to the supermarket.
   e. Hans konnte zu dem Supermarkt weiter-laufen [/gehen/#kommen]. (Haselbach 2017: 228)
   f. Ziggy could continue walking/going/#coming to the supermarket.
   g. Ziggy (continuously) drove/went/#came to the station from 14.00 to 14.05.

Thus while go denotes a set of motion events as seen in (29a), come/kommen denote a set of event boundaries, following Piñón’s (1997) definition of achievement verbs. More precisely, they denote transitional boundaries between some motion event e’ and some state s of being at the location of some contextually supplied entity a, which is presupposed to be the location of the speaker in the context c, as seen in (29b). The difference between (29a) and (29b) is compatible with Sudo’s (2018) proposal that come to P has an indexical presupposition, while go to P does not; rather, go competes with come and triggers an anti-presupposition (Percus 2006).
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(29)  
  a.  \( \text{go} \sim \lambda e. \text{motion}(e) \)  
  b.  \( \text{come} \sim \lambda e. \exists e' \exists s [ \text{motion}(e') \land e = \text{right-boundary-of}(e') \land e = \text{left-boundary-of}(s) = \text{location}(a) ] \)  
  Presupposition: \( \text{location}(a) = \text{location}(\text{speaker}(c)) \)

Since \textit{come} is an achievement verb (and thus \textit{stricto sensu} not a motion verb), its subject cannot be agentive (Piñón 1997). Only the event of which \textit{come} denotes the right boundary may involve an agent. By contrast, the subject of \textit{go/gehen} can be an agent, as also confirmed by the fact that \textit{gehen/go} allow -\textit{er} affixation (\textit{der Geher/ the goer}), while \textit{komen/go} do not (\#\textit{der Kommer/ the comer}). Furthermore, \textit{come}-verbs behave as unaccusative predicates in several respects. For instance, \textit{komen} allows for a past participle in prenominal position with an active meaning, which is typical of unaccusatives (Zaenen 1988), while \textit{gehen} does not when used bare (patterning with manner-of-motion verbs), as (30) shows. Also suggestive is the fact that in several Romance and Germanic languages, several unaccusative verbs \textit{par excellence} are historically derived from \textit{come}-verbs (see also Cinque 1972).

(30)  
  a.  \text{der gekommene Gast}  
  \hspace{1cm} ‘the guest who came’  
  b.  \text{der ??gegangene/*gelaufene Gast}  
  \hspace{1cm} Intended: ‘the guest who went/ran’

Given that \textit{come/kommen}, as unaccusative achievement verbs, do not take agent subjects, they force the circumstantial interpretation of \textit{to/zu}-PPs. This accounts for why the inference that the goal is reached is stronger with \textit{come}.

5.4 English vs. German

Recall that the inference that the goal is reached is globally weaker in German than in English, compare the plots in Figure 3a vs. 3b–3c. We propose that outer aspect is a source of non-culmination in German, but not in English: the German present perfect can not only be interpreted as a perfective, but also as an imperfective; see Bäuerle 1988, Schilder 1997, Löhner 2002, Reyle, Rosdeutscher & Kamp 2007, Schaden 2011 and Bott & Hamm 2014. By contrast, in English, the simple past invariably conveys perfectivity with eventive predicates.
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